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SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
THE STENA METALL GROUP

PROFITABILITY IS
A PREREQUISITE
FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT”
Anders Jansson

From its foundation, the Stena Metall Group has devoted itself to
what we today call sustainability. From our earliest beginnings,
we were returning ferrous and non-ferrous metals into circulation.
We have continued developing our products and services to a point
where we are the leading recycling group in the Nordic countries.
Our long experience of creating sustainable value through recycling
and environmental work, makes us - together with our customers,
suppliers and other partners - significant contributors to a functioning circular economy.
We are a business, first and foremost, and seek profit in the short
and long-term. We do this while maintaining a sustainable approach.
Uniting these factors is, in many ways, the core of our business.
I see no conflict in this, on the contrary, profitability is vital for the
sustainable development of all our products and services. High
profits allow us to continually invest in sustainable business.
We build facilities and invest in new technology. We focus on
research and developing skills. During the last financial year,
the Stena Nordic Recycling Center, the Nordic countries’ most
modern recycling facility, was opened in Halmstad.

Photographers: Andreas Carlsson, Carlo Baudone, Lars Ardarve,
Pontus Almén, Malte Danielsson, Peter Carlsson, MD Media.
Produced by the Stena Metall Group.
Pictured: Employees at the Stena Recycling facility in Borås.
Cover image: The precious metal recycling facility at the Stena Nordic Recycling Center in Halmstad.

It is the largest single investment in the Group’s history and is
reducing the amount of waste sent to landfill sites by 40 percent
and increasing material recycling by 30 percent. These advancements have led us to become one of the first recyclers in the world to
meet the EU’s 95 percent target for recycling end-of-life vehicles.
This is the Stena Metall Group’s first sustainability report and
forms an important part of the strategic sustainability work initiated
in 2015.
For a more complete picture of the Stena Metall Group, I suggest
reading this sustainability report in tandem with our annual review
and annual report. You can do this at www.stenametall.com or on
the Group’s company websites.
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sustainability work, contact Jessika Lind Petrén at:
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Box 4088
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THE STENA METALL GROUP
In collaboration with industry and other sectors of society, the Stena
Metall Group’s 3,400* employees create new value that benefits
businesses, the environment and society as a whole. Helping our
customers and partners develop their businesses in a sustainable
way is part of the work we do. The Group’s companies recycle more
than five million tonnes of waste each year and contribute to
improving society’s conservation of valuable resources. We also help
to dispose of hazardous substances that can harm our ecosystems
and health. We provide society with vital raw materials, steel
products and marine fuels. Through research and development,
we are creating sustainable solutions to meet future challenges.
The Group’s foundations were laid in 1939, when Sten Allan Olsson
began trading ferrous and non-ferrous scrap, rags and rubber. From
the seventies onwards, the business expanded rapidly, mainly
through acquisition. Today, we operate at 200 locations in ten

countries and are divided into eight business areas. Still, many things
remain the same. We are still owned by the Olsson family and
continue to create economically and environmentally sustainable
solutions in collaboration with customers and partners.
Our core values - Simplicity, Reliability and Development - provide
the foundation of our corporate culture. They guide how we work,
with each other and with everyone else we deal with. They determine
how we would like to be perceived by customers, partners and other
operators.

*

Average number of employees

THE STENA METALL GROUP

OPERATIONS
RECYCLING

ALUMINIUM

OIL

Stena Recycling has operations in Sweden,
Norway, Denmark, Finland and Poland,
with a network of more than 160 facilities.
Through cost-effective solutions, waste
from the whole of society is recycled with
the total waste management system, Stena
Solutions. Ferrous and non-ferrous metals,
paper and plastic, as well as hazardous
and other business waste are handled and
recycled. It also offers related services, such
as internal logistics, training, statistics and
safety consulting.
Stena Metal International is the sales
company for Stena Recycling’s volumes of
ferrous, non-ferrous and stainless steel
scrap. With a head office in Göteborg, its
customers come from the steel and metal
industries worldwide.

Stena Aluminium is the Nordic countries’
leading supplier of aluminium through
recycling, with customers throughout
the northern European smelting industry.
It also offers technical support, training
and services in metallurgy, materials and
processing. The company is located in
Älmhult, Sweden, with a sales office in
Kolding, Denmark.

Stena Oil is Scandinavia’s leading supplier of
bunker oil and full-service marine solutions
for vessels in Skagerrak, Kattegat and the
North Sea area.

stenarecycling.com
stenametalinternational.com

ELECTRONICS RECYCLING
Stena Technoworld is one of Europe’s leading
electronics recyclers, with 16 facilities in
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Poland, Germany
and Italy. Material from the Netherlands,
Switzerland, Austria and France is also
collected and recycled by the company.
In addition to material recycling, it is
increasingly working on the reuse of
products.
stenatechnoworld.com

stenaaluminium.com

STEEL
Stena Stål is a nationwide steel supplier, with
warehouses, production facilities and sales
offices at 15 locations in Sweden and one in
Moss, Norway. The company offers a wide
range of beams, reinforcing bars, sheet,
merchant bars, stainless steel, aluminium,
tool steel and alloyed structural steel. The
company also offers slitting and cutting to
length of sheet and strip steel from coils at
its Steel Service Center.
stenastal.se

COMPONENTS
At its facilities in Nybro and Molkom, Stena
Components offers advanced engineering
expertise and customized steel components
through precision cutting and CNCprocessing for industries in the Nordic
countries. In collaboration with its
customers, manufacturing processes and
services are continually being developed
in order to better meet market challenges.
stenacomponents.se

stenaoil.com

TRADING
Stena Metal Inc. trades internationally in
scrap metal, pig iron, hot briquetted iron,
finished steel products and petroleum coke.
Its headquarters are in Southport,
Connecticut, USA.
stenametalinc.com

FINANCE
AB Stena Metall Finans handles the Group’s
financial activities and internal banking from
offices in Göteborg and Zug, Switzerland.
stenametall.com/investor-relations

READ MORE
AND FOLLOW US
STENAMETALL.COM
FACEBOOK.COM/STENAMETALL
YOUTUBE.COM/STENAMETALL
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TOGETHER WE CREATE VALUE

TOGETHER WE CREATE VALUE
MORE MATERIALS GET TO LIVE AGAIN

LIQUID ALUMINIUM REDUCES ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

October 2016 saw the official opening of the Stena Nordic Recycling
Center. As one of Europe’s most modern recycling facilities, it was
built to meet the current and future requirements of customers and
governments. Cars are ground up into small parts in less than a
minute and sorted in a number of advanced, automated sorting
processes. Over 30 finished fractions are produced. These are sold
as raw materials, in Sweden and around the world, to smelters and
foundries who use them to manufacture new products. In this
process, new value can be created again and again.

Stena Aluminium’s Älmhult foundry is the only facility in Sweden to
offer casting alloys produced from 100 percent recycled materials.
Its products are primarily used in the automotive and telecom
industries.
Since 2008, aluminium has also been offered in liquid form.
Delivering liquid, instead of aluminium ingots, increases the flexibility
of its use in customers’ manufacturing processes. It also reduces
environmental impact, as no extra energy is used to melt it.

BY NOVEMBER 2016, 2,000 DELIVERIES
OF LIQUID ALUMINIUM HAD BEEN MADE
RESEARCH INTO EXTENSIVE PLASTIC RECYCLING

THE PROFESSORSHIP IN INDUSTRIAL
RECYCLING HAS CELEBRATED ITS
TEN YEAR ANNIVERSARY

As part of the Group’s investment in recycling research, it finances
a professorship at Chalmers University of Technology in industrial
recycling and energy technology. Currently, it is researching plastic
recycling, an area with great potential that is gaining focus in public
debate and amongst manufacturers seeking sustainable lifecycles
for their plastic products.
There are major economic and climate benefits in producing
plastic raw materials by recycling. For many years, Stena has
recycled packaging plastics for industry and is also one of the few
operators in Europe that can sustainably separate brominated from
non-brominated plastics in electronics waste. The Stena Metall
Group is investigating solutions for recycling of a wider range
of plastics.
As new plastics can achieve the same prices as copper or
aluminium, there is an economic potential in recycling. The climate
benefits are also high, as 1.5 kilos of crude oil is required
to produce one kilo of new plastic. Using recycled raw materials
instead will reduce the consumption of fossil fuels.

Przemysław Toda, a member of the sales team at Stena Recycling in Sosnowiec, Poland.

ACQUISITION IS EXPANDING COMPETENCE

“I received introductory training in the new organization as soon as I

In March 2017, the Group welcomed 500 new employees, due to the
acquisition of IL Recycling (and First Recycling in Poland). This has
strengthened Stena’s recycling services and expertise, particularly in
paper recycling.
The integration process was carried out successfully in both
Sweden and Poland. Training in values and safety were two
important features of the new employees’ introduction to the Stena
Metall Group. Knowledge of materials was also a training priority.
Przemysław Toda works as a salesman at Stena Recycling’s
branch in Sosnowiec, after fulfilling a similar role at First Recycling.

started. There were many courses, especially in product and material
knowledge, as well as safety. The icing on the cake was the Stena
Sales Excellence training. Now, we work together as a team!
It has become very clear to me that Stena stands by its core
values. They are not slogans but guiding principles for our work.
Simplicity is represented in our solutions and the way we work with
our customers. Safety is reflected in both our quality and safety
requirements. The third core value, Development, I feel very strongly
about; I can feel myself developing, along with the company and my
customers.”

DID YOU KNOW THIS ABOUT
RECYCLING?
• Recycling one freon-containing refrigerator reduces
carbon dioxide emissions by two tonnes.
• Each kilo of plastic produced from recycled material
conserves one kilo of oil.
• Recycling one kilo of copper reduces carbon dioxide
emissions by 20 kilos, in comparison to using virgin
raw materials.
• Steel recycling reduces energy consumption by
75 percent, in comparison to extracting iron from ore.
• When aluminium is produced from recycled material,
it consumes around five percent of the energy needed
to manufacture new aluminium from bauxite.

IN 2016/2017, THE GROUP RECYCLED OVER
FIVE MILLION TONNES OF WASTE
THE FUTURE IS DIGITAL AT STENA STÅL
Stena Stål, the Group’s steel wholesaler, launched a web portal in
spring 2017 that streamlines the offering and ordering process for
its customers. It’s part of a company-wide drive to improve efficiency
and find business opportunities through digital technology. Spearheading new technology makes its business less resource-intensive
and aids long-term, sustainable profitability.
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EXTERNAL FACTORS THAT
AFFECT SUSTAINABILITY WORK
Long-term development of the Group’s business requires an understanding of the environmental factors affecting
operations, customers and other stakeholders. Increased global demand for raw materials, technological and
digital advances, and the need to reduce negative climate impact are paramount among them. While continuous
investment is required to meet these challenges, this development also presents opportunities for parties to
collaborate, developing new business solutions and taking responsibility on the road to a circular economy.
1. GLOBAL FACTORS
• Increased demand for raw materials
• Climate impact
• Digitalization, robotization, technical developments
and accessibility of information.
2. INITIATIVES TO MEET GLOBAL CHALLENGES
•
•
•
•
•

UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
Paris Climate Agreement
Stockholm Convention
Basel Convention
Europe 2020 Strategy for growth and jobs
The Group continuously analyzes global and local
developments. It is also important to assess initiatives, such
as UN Agenda 2030 and international agreements on climate
impact and chemical use. The business community has an
important role to play in achieving the goals of Agenda 2030
and other targets set by global regulatory bodies.

3. LEGISLATION AND STANDARDS
• EU circular economy package
• Regulations and environmental requirements for recycling
and waste management
• Legal restrictions on the use of chemicals in products
• Producer’s responsibility regulations
• Local regulations and requirements

1

GLOBAL FACTORS

2

INITIATIVES TO MEET
GLOBAL CHALLENGES

3

LEGISLATION
AND STANDARDS

4

CHANGING
ATTITUDES AMONG
COMPANIES AND
CONSUMERS

4. CHANGING ATTITUDES AMONG COMPANIES
AND CONSUMERS
• Increased focus on sharing economy
• Reuse
• Environmental awareness

UN Sustainable Development Goals most relevant to the Stena Metall Group, based on
the ability of its companies to contribute.

E X TERNAL FACTORS

DIGITALIZATION AND INCREASED
INFORMATION FLOW
The increased rate of digital transformation
has a major impact on society. Digitalization,
such as services within the sharing economy
and increasing automation, have fundamentally changed the way society produces,
consumes and interacts. These factors
increase access to information and the rate
at which it is spread. It also creates opportunities for better sorting techniques and
methods for efficient material handling,
which is positive for the Stena Metall Group.
Digital developments and the demand for
transparency affect operations in different
ways. The desire for traceability concerning
materials is on the increase. It also leads to
higher expectations for relevance and
transparency in other sustainability-related
areas.

CLIMATE IMPACT DEMANDS
RESOURCE EFFICIENCY
The world faces major challenges in
reducing climate impact. The efficient use
of energy and material resources is vitally
important to achieving them, as is the
development of fossil-free fuel solutions.

Awareness of the direct and indirect effects
of resource utilization on the climate is
encouraging use of sustainable, preferably
recycled, materials and the transition to a
circular economy. A growing population, with
greater purchasing power, consumes more.
As global resources are limited, the demand
for raw materials is therefore growing,
especially the rare earth metals used in
many modern technological products.

COLLABORATION AND INNOVATION
The transition to a circular economy requires
integrated value chains. Operations and
processes must be unified in order to
optimize the use of all waste materials.
Achieving this goal requires long-term
partnerships, material expertise and
innovation. Focus on research is vital to
the development of smart product design,
improved recycling methods and ways of
raising materials in the waste hierarchy.
Vital life cycle analysis requires cooperation
between operators with different areas of
competence, while continual innovation can
only be achieved through strategic work on
improving competence and diversity.
Successful collaborations are achieved
through transparency, shared values and
mutual trust.
Handling of plastic is one challenging area
that can only be solved through collaborative
work, a circular perspective and innovative
technology.

A MARKET FOR CIRCULAR ECONOMY
The international market for raw materials
is periodically affected by major price
fluctuations, which can have a detrimental
affect on circular economics. To make the
best use of available resources, operators
need experience and expertise, in
combination with strong business discipline.
The Stena Metall Group forms part of
extensive, complex value chains and is
subject to international, national and local
regulations concerning the use of materials
and chemicals, cross-border trade and
high-level environmental requirements for
its production facilities and transportation
infrastructure.
Operators must be monitored in order to
ensure fair competition. However, controls
are too often inadequate as in the case of
end-of-life refrigerators, where large
quantities of material are handled outside
the system.
If value chains are broken due to
deficiencies in the market, development
towards circular solutions is prevented.
A circular economy can only be achieved
through constructive legislation combined
with regulatory compliance.
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A CLEAR ROLE
IN THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY
The companies of the Stena Metall Group seek to make their operations contribute to the development
of the circular economy. In collaboration with customers and partners, sustainable services and
products create values that benefit the climate and efficient resource utilization.
Due to population growth and increasing consumption, pressure
on global resources is increasing at an ever-faster pace. Therefore,
there is a need to develop circular systems that better utilize these
assets.
The shift to a circular economy requires society to preserve
resources in the economic system as high up in the waste hierarchy
as possible, for as long as possible. Through innovation and new
technological solutions, business models are created where business benefits go hand in hand with efficient resource utilization. The
Stena Metall Group actively contributes by the continuous development of its recycling services and products, in close collaboration
with customers and other business partners.
The transition to a circular economy is challenged by cultural,
legal, technical and economic barriers. The shift from linear chains
to circular value cycles requires changes in consumption patterns

WASTE MINIMIZATION

REUSE

The waste hierarchy is a waste management
model that grades different ways of handling –
and minimizing – waste with the aim to minimize
loss of resources. Higher value is achieved by
moving waste up the hierarchy. The waste
hierarchy is based on EU directives and is a
cornerstone within the circular economy.

MATERIALS RECYCLING

From the European Commission’s Circular
Economy Package, adopted in December 2015.
BIOPROCESSING

In a circular economy the value of products and
materials is maintained for as long as possible;
waste and resource use are minimised, and
resources are kept within the economy when a
product has reached the end of its life, to be used
again and again to create further value. To ensure
sustainable growth for the EU we have to use our
resources in a smarter, more sustainable way.
It is clear that the linear model of economic
growth we relied on in the past is no longer suited
for the needs of today’s modern societies in a
globalised world. We cannot build our future on a
’take-make-dispose’ model. Many natural resources are finite and we must find environmentally

and economically viable way of using them. It is
also in the economic interest of businesses to
make the best possible use of their resources.

ENERGY RECOVERY

WHAT IS THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY?

and sustainable resource utilization. Support is needed in the form
of long-term policy together with improvements in product design,
manufacturing processes, sustainable consumption, waste and
resource management. Knowledge of complex materials and the
use of life cycle analyzes must also be expanded.
There is a strong desire for collaboration between different
operators in order to meet these challenges. Here, the business
community has a unique opportunity to implement dynamic changes
ahead of legislation. The Stena Metall Group is working towards a
circular economy through research and development collaborations
and through its dialogue with legislators.
Since its inception in 1939, the core business of the Stena Metall
Group has created market conditions for utilizing and refining
resources and values that would otherwise be lost. Its business
develops in line with society and its stakeholders - customers,

DISPOSAL
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FORUMS, IN WHICH THE STENA METALL
GROUP TAKES A PROMINENT ROLE
• Re:source - strategic innovation program
• The Swedish government’s collaborative group
for a circular bio-based economy
• Competence Center Recycling
• European Innovation Partnerships (EIP) - raw
materials experts

Tommy Tobiasson and Erik Pettersson at Stena Recycling, Ringön in Gothenburg.

public utilities and authorities, suppliers, academic institutions and
legislators. The Group’s recycling operations have a central role in
creating a circular economy. Collecting and refining large amounts
of waste and supplying recycled raw materials to industry offers
significant climate benefits. Stena also contributes services aimed
at creating more efficient resource utilization in the design and
manufacture of products. Other business areas within the Group
(Steel, Components and Aluminium), also fulfill key functions in a
circular value cycle by placing products, alloys and commodities of
the right quality on the market, made from sustainable steel and
aluminium that can be recycled again and again. The Group also
helps secure supply chains by developing and supplying new types
of shipping fuel.
In a more sustainable society, there is clear need for the Stena
Metall Group’s expertise, products and services. Collaboration is
essential to increasing sustainability and a vital factor in the Group’s
contribution to the circular economy. Through collaboration, value
can be created in every part of the cycle in the shape of reduced
climate impact and improved resource utilization.
Digitalization increases the ability to collaborate and share information with business partners. A common knowledge base creates
the foundation for in-depth collaborations and sustainable business
solutions.

The Stena Metall Group invests in research, technological development and innovations in order to enable cooperation and meet the
requirements of its customers, whatever business they are in. It has
built an efficient, high-capacity industrial platform with a large
geographic network. Today, operations are conducted at around
200 locations in ten countries, close to its customers. The ability
to create new, innovative solutions is highly dependent on its 3,400
employees and their knowledge and skills. Therefore, training
courses in product and material knowledge are regularly carried out.
In summary, the Stena Metall Group generates major value in the
transformation to a circular economy.
Key factors are investment in its industrial platform, research and
developing skills. High profitability, combined with good financial
discipline, enables continued investment in the business.
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THE STENA METALL GROUP:
VALUE CREATED IN
THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY
The model below shows products and services that the Stena Metall Group offers and the value created in
collaboration with its customers, business partners and other stakeholders. Through improved profitability,
the Group can make investments that contribute to the continued development of circular solutions,
thus reducing climate impact and improving resource utilization.

SERVICES FOR MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
SERVICES FOR
DESIGN

ST

M E TA L L G R O
U
ENA

P

RAW MATERIALS
(NEW AND RECYCLED)

STORING MATERIALS /
FUEL AT / FOR CUSTOMERS

TRANSPORT / LOGISTICS
VALUE CREATED

PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES FOR
CUSTOMERS,
BUSINESS PARTNERS
AND STAKEHOLDERS

INVESTMENTS
COMPETENCE
INNOVATION
RESEARCH
SAFE DISPOSAL
AND STORAGE

Improved profitability for
the Stena Metall Group,
reduced climate impact and
better resource utilization
for society as a whole.

REUSE

ENERGY RECOVERY

COLLECTION
REFINING RESOURCES

ROLE IN THE CIRCUL AR ECONOMY

STEP BY STEP - THE CIRCULAR MODEL

RAW MATERIALS (NEW AND RECYCLED)

REUSE

Sales of recycled raw materials, aluminium alloys, ferrous and steel
raw materials and fuel.

Reusing electric/electronic components and material from major
demolition projects.

Business Areas: Recycling, Electronics Recycling, Aluminium,
Trading, Oil

Business Areas: Electronics Recycling, Recycling

SERVICES FOR DESIGN

COLLECTION

Design services for higher recycling rates and reuse, as well as
advice on selecting metals for strength and lower product weight.

Collecting waste from customers and business partners.
Business Areas: Recycling, Electronics Recycling, Oil

Business Areas: Recycling, Aluminium

SERVICES FOR MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

REFINING RESOURCES

Reviewing customer activities, such as waste minimization, internal
logistics and optimization of material resources.

Processing waste and materials at recycling and production facilities.

Business Area: Recycling

Business Areas: Recycling, Electronics Recycling, Aluminium, Steel,
Components

STORING MATERIALS / FUEL AT / FOR CUSTOMERS

ENERGY RECOVERY

Storing steel products, ferrous raw materials, shipping fuel and fuel
from recycled raw material.

Processing waste into fuel fractions for biogas plants, power stations
and industry. Waste heat recovery for district heating system.

Business Areas: Trading, Steel, Oil, Recycling

Business Areas: Recycling, Aluminium

TRANSPORT / LOGISTICS

SAFE DISPOSAL AND STORAGE

Transporting recycled raw materials, steel products, ferrous and
steel raw materials, aluminium and shipping fuel to customers.
Jetting and vacuum services.

Phasing out hazardous substances and materials that, for health and
environmental reasons, should not be recycled and returned into
circulation.

Business Areas: Recycling, Electronics Recycling, Steel,
Components, Trading, Aluminium, Oil

Business Areas: Recycling, Electronics Recycling
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FRAMEWORK FOR SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability plays an important role in the development of the Group’s operations. It has long been
a key part of the Group’s basic values and guides employees in their day-to-day work: Expanding and
improving the business, maintaining the trust of customers and sustaining good relations with the
outside world. The Group’s three core values Simplicity, Reliability and Development, provide further
support in meeting the needs of stakeholders.
Sustainability issues are inherent to the companies’ business
strategies, as sustainability is a key element of the business.
In dialogue with customers and other partners, products and
services are continuously being developed that increase the
recycling and resource efficiency of their materials. The Group
also offers recycled raw materials, quality-assured steel products
and marine fuels that ensure shipping companies will meet future
emission requirements. The companies’ business strategies drive
society’s development towards circular material handling.
The Stena Metall Group is part of the Stena Sphere and shares
the values described by its principle owner and chairman, Dan Sten
Olsson, in his book Principles, Convictions and Basic Values for
Stena Metall AB. The book describes how sustainability work relates
to its business and has been a central part of the Group’s corporate
culture for many years. The key areas are business acumen,
profitability and satisfied customers, with special focus on quality,
committed employees and innovation. These key areas, together
with the three core values, are fundamental to day-to-day work
as they support and encourage individual employees to develop
the business and the corporate culture. A deep understanding of
the Group’s values creates long-term sustainable business and
sustainable solutions for the outside world.
Between 2015 and 2017, a review of the Group’s overall sustainability work was undertaken. The goal was to agree on Group-wide
priorities, based on global conditions and the companies’ respective
business models. Four priority areas have been created, from
which the Group’s companies will continue to build their strategic
sustainability work.
Read more about the organization regarding sustainability
on page 35.

PRIORITY AREAS
01 VALUE CREATION

03 PEOPLE AND CULTURE

Increasing profitability and investing in developing business and
research in order to offer services and products that create value
for owners, customers, partners and society, while supporting
development towards a circular economy.

Creating safe, healthy and inclusive working environments.
Continuing to develop a culture where employees feel pride
and commitment and where they have the right skills based
on the Group’s values, business principles and shared goals.

02 RESOURCE EFFICIENCY

04 RESPONSIBLE RELATIONSHIPS

Working towards energy and resource-efficient processes and
operations that reduce environmental impact.

Conducting responsible business, based on the Code of Conduct,
and being responsive to stakeholders.

Value Creation, Resource Efficiency, People and Culture and Responsible Relations are the Stena Metall Group’s priority areas for
sustainability. For each of these, it has a strategic approach, and a number of ambitions for continuous development and improvement work.
Each company takes responsibility for transforming this framework into concrete goals and activities.
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VALUE CREATION

Stena Metal International is one of the customers at Copenhagen Malmö Port.
Every year, the company ships hundreds of thousands of tonnes of ferrous scrap to
end customers in Turkey and the United States, among other destinations.
Around a third of it arrives at the harbor by rail, while a great deal comes via sea from
the Stena Nordic Recycling Center in Halmstad. The raw material consists primarily of
ferrous scrap, HSE scrap or new production scrap.

01

VALUE CREATION
The company’s quality-assured products and services create sustainable value for customers and partners,
as well as long-term profitability for the Group. The efficient and innovative management of resources helps
to strengthen customers’ sustainability efforts and benefits society as a whole. The Group’s unique research
and development work is an asset to the value creation of tomorrow. This is carried out in collaboration with
customers, universities and other partners, in order to develop and deliver solutions that contribute to a circular
economy.
Recycling has a decisive role to play in circular economics, as well
as creating value throughout the entire lifecycle of materials - from
product design to the return of raw materials into circulation for use
in the manufacturing industry.
For the Group’s recycling companies, the goal is to find the most
resource-efficient and valuable ways to utilize customers’ waste
products and increase the proportion of materials that can be used
as new raw materials. This offers overall environmental benefits,
while helping to achieve customers’ environmental goals and increasing their profitability. During the financial year, the Group inaugurated the most modern recycling facility in the Nordic countries. The
Stena Nordic Recycling Center is the result of comprehensive
processing developments that enable customers’ resources to be
utilized more efficiently than ever before.

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR
RESOURCE EFFICIENCY
In the 2016/2017 financial year, focus has increased on getting
more involved in customers’ value chains. In order to achieve this,
several new services have been introduced. Stena Recycling in
Sweden has set-up its new Sustainable Business department in
order to support customers’ sustainability projects. In collaboration
with customers, waste management is optimized by realizing
previously hidden value. This reduces waste, improves working
conditions, saves time, frees up space and increases the overall

value of their waste. The Design for Recycling service offers disassembly analyzes and advice on how to make products more easily
recyclable in the design and construction phases.
Stena Oil is collaborating with its customers to meet the new
Sulfur Directive, which comes into force in 2020, and has developed
a new type of fuel that meets local conditions. The company is
working with oil companies in the development of a low-sulfur oil
product that will meet future global requirements.
Stena Aluminium develops and customizes alloys in collaboration
with its customers to meet their needs and those of their customers. Through its own testing operations, raw materials are quality-assured and validated for alloy production. During the year, a
preliminary study was initiated to produce alloys for structural
components from recycled raw materials. Structural components,
such as those used in vehicles, must be able to withstand rapid
impacts.
Reuse forms an important part of the circular economy and
waste hierarchy. In dialogue with customers who supply electronic
waste to Stena Technoworld, new reuse initiatives are being developed. During the year, customers have been found for reusable
microprocessors and other computer components in both Europe
and Asia.
Digitalization is providing opportunities to develop new services
and increase collaboration with customers. The transparency
it brings is vital to the circular economy, as the ability to share
Continues on page 18 >

SUSTAINABLE PORT IN MALMÖ
Copenhagen Malmö Port (CMP) values
sustainability very highly and made Stena
Recycling its sole recycling partner in 2016.
This exclusive agreement ensures that its
waste management is optimized, which
contributes to the port’s competitiveness.
In one year, Stena has handled the waste
from nearly 200 vessels. This amounted to
4,000 tonnes, most of which was oilcontaminated engine room waste. It is
transported to Stena Recycling’s facility in

Halmstad, where it is processed into a
unique, quality-assured oil product, used
in high energy-consuming industries.
The agreement with Stena Recycling
provides CMP with a high level of service,
not least from the competent on-site staff,
who support both port employees and ship’s
crews. CMP also has access to a customer
portal that provides information on waste
flows and logistics, which significantly
reduces administration. It also has a Stena

hotline to handle any urgent needs.
28 containers (six open and 22 frontloading) are strategically placed around the
port along with seven recycling stations and
nearly 50 recycling bins of different sizes.
The benefits for CMP are not only financial.
Sorting-at-source has been widely
introduced, which improves its recycling
capabilities and offers safer waste
management.
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In order to prevent the release of toxic substances, all electrical products
undergo pre-treatment and decontamination before they are recycled.
Batteries are removed, while mercury and PCB components are extracted
and destroyed at special facilities. These critical tasks are carried out
manually as there are currently no automated processes that can do this in
an environmentally sound and safe way.

information makes it possible to deepen our understanding of
customers’ businesses and contribute to their sustainability efforts.
Many of Stena Recycling’s customers use a customer portal that
provides waste statistics, among other features, and gives an overview of their waste streams. This information provides a foundation
for their strategic improvement work.

DEVELOPING PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES THROUGH
COLLABORATION

A SELECTION OF RESEARCH
PROJECTS FROM 2016/2017:
LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES:
An increasing amount of these are used in everything
from phones and power tools to hybrid and electric vehicles.
In collaboration with customers, partners and government
agencies, this project aims to improve the handling
and recycling of the Lithium content, as well as other
constituents.

ASH FROM WASTE INCINERATION:
Incinerating waste to produce district heating and electricity
is a climate smart use of waste fractions that cannot be
recycled in other ways. Using patented technology, the
EU-funded LIFE Halosep Project, aims to develop methods
for recycling the large amounts of ash generated by waste
incineration, which is often exported from the Nordic
countries.

PLASTIC RECYCLING:
Stena is a leading plastics recycler and conducts research
in many areas. In 2016/2017, a Group-funded project on
the use of plastic as a reducing agent in metal smelting
was completed. When plastic is used to replace fossil fuels,
such as coke, it also means that metals can be extracted
from it, which can then be recycled. The test results show
great potential.

In 2016, a company called New Ventures was formed to identify and
develop new business opportunities - many of them designed to
meet specific customer needs. The first of these is Repur markskiva
(ground sheet), an insulation and dehumidification product used in
the construction industry. Repur is made from recycled polyurethane extracted from end-of-life refrigerators and is one example of
the important work being undertaken to transform waste into useful
products.
One example from Stena Recycling is ProFuel. This energy-rich
fuel is manufactured from a waste fraction that was previously
difficult to recycle and was often deposited on landfill sites. ProFuel,
delivered in pellet form, can be used in energy-intensive manufacturing processes, as a replacement for fossil fuels, or in the
production of district heating and electricity. During the financial
year, Heidelberg Cement carried out tests using ProFuel, which will
potentially help them achieve their sustainability goals. Large-scale
testing has been carried out at Chalmers University of Technology in
order to research the potential of ProFuel as a raw material in the
manufacture of new plastics.
Stena Aluminium is also finding new uses for waste that was
previously sent for landfill. Slag, from liquid aluminium manufacturing, is now converted, by rapid cooling, into a substance
called synthetic slag, which can be used in steel production.
Rapidly cooling the slag has other environmental benefits as
more aluminium can be extracted from it.

RESEARCH INTO FUTURE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
New products and materials are not only challenging for manufacturers, they also make demands on recycling companies. By
analyzing trends, it is possible to develop recycling methods that will
meet future needs and create even more value. Collaborating with
colleges and universities is the key to finding these solutions. Stena
Metall undertakes research projects with a number of leading institutions, often in tandem with its customers.
The research platform developed by the Stena Metall Group and
Chalmers University of Technology in Gothenburg celebrated its

Åsa Berntsson, laboratory engineer at
Stena Recycling in Halmstad.

ten-year anniversary in 2016/2017. The professorship in industrial
recycling at Chalmers is a unique collaboration that employs two
professors and ten PhD students in a variety of projects.

FOCUSING ON QUALITY AND SERVICE
Supplying high-quality, customer-specific products and services
is a priority in all Stena’s business areas. The work begins with
customers and in their need for quality products and services.
Stena’s recycling companies offer customers the security of
monitoring material throughout the whole chain. Stena Recycling
and Stena Aluminium have their own laboratories that develop new
solutions and ensure specific customer requirements are met.
Improving the laboratory work is an ongoing project at the Stena
Nordic Recycling Center.
For the customers of the sales company Stena Metal International,
precise material specification is vital. The company ensures that
customers receive products that exactly fulfill their requirements.
Customer collaboration is continuously developed through frequent
dialogue and follow-up.
In order to expand its expertise in specific material types, Stena
Recycling has established a number of material centers around
Sweden in 2016/2017. These concentrate expertise in the inherent
characteristics of different materials, as well as logistics and
technology. Having large quantities of material in one place enables
investment in improved technology and thus increased material
value. For example, aluminium can be supplied in a grade for
direct use in primary works, which helps customers achieve their
sustainability goals by using more recycled raw material.

Stena Components supply industrial components to millimeterprecise specifications at the exact moment customers require
them. During the year, the company invested in robot technology
and worked to further refine its processes.
Stena Aluminium and several recycling companies invested in
new material halls during the year. When material is stored indoors,
it is protected from moisture and temperature differences, which
makes it easier to use in smelting furnaces and recycling processes.
Stena Stål, among others, has developed its digital services
during the financial year. It has made the ordering process easier,
while transportation has been optimized with increased focus on
just-in-time deliveries. In 2017, Stena Stål began testing block chain
technology as a means of verifying the authenticity of the products
that the company supplies.

FUTURE FOCUS
• Developing new areas that are suitable for re-use.
• Finding products that can be reclassified from waste to product.
• Continuing projects in increasing plastic material recycling.
• Working on more efficient material recycling and increased
re-use of Lithium-Ion batteries.
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RESOURCE EFFICIENCY
The Stena Metall Group seeks to sustainably use resources. Material recycling is on the increase,
while energy usage is being reduced by improved working methods and new technology.
Through more efficient processing, both profitability and the Group’s carbon footprint are improving.

The Group has been carrying out structured improvement work for
several years. Business area Recycling was the first to introduce a
comprehensive, lean-inspired program for more efficient production.
The program, called Stena Way of Production (SWOP), was introduced in 2013. It has since been developed and implemented in
several other business areas. This methodology was also applied to
recycling branches, under the name Stena Way of Branches (SWOB).
The program focuses on continuous improvement work, through
a unified approach that has helped the Stena Metall Group become
a learning organization, whose operations are safer and more cost
effective.
At Stena Aluminium, continuous improvement work has led to
highly efficient production processes. The focus is now on guaranteeing and improving internal logistics, as well as energy efficiency.
At Group level, management systems are being developed to further
harmonize working practices within and between the different
companies and departments.
Continues on page 23 >

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS THROUGH EFFECTIVE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
The Stena Nordic Recycling Center in
Halmstad is the hub of the Group’s industrial
recycling infrastructure. The facility represents a great leap forward in efficient
resource management, which benefits
customers and the environment. Since its
inauguration in October 2016, the facility is
evolving step-by-step towards its goals.
Recycling positively affects climate
change due to the major energy savings of
extracting raw materials from waste
instead of using virgin raw materials.
The recycling and energy recovery
processes at the Stena Nordic Recycling
Center move large amounts of material
up the waste hierarchy. Thanks to the
increased recycling rates it achieves, energy
savings and environmental benefits increase.
Every year, approximately 300,000 tonnes
of ferrous and non-ferrous metals are
supplied to smelters around the world.
So far, the Group has invested approximately 800,000 MSEK in recycling
processes at the new facility. These invest-

ments are built around collaboration with
customers and partners, not least those in
the automotive industry.
Through the new processes, end-of-life
vehicles can now achieve a 95 percent
recycling rate. Stena is one of the first
recyclers in the world to meet this EU
requirement and has signed agreements
with all vehicle manufacturers.
It only takes 40 seconds for a car to be
processed in the facility’s mills. Once it has
passed through the recycling process, thirty
different grades of material are produced in
different sizes. Iron, aluminium, copper,
other metals and plastics are so accurately
sorted that they can be sent straight to
smelters, foundries and other manufacturers around the world.
Improved recycling processes mean
that less waste is left over. Shredder Light
Fraction (SLF) is a mix of residues from
vehicle recycling that it was previously
difficult to recycle. Stena Recycling’s new
SLF facility uses its own unique chain of

processes, which reduces landfill deposition
by 40 percent.
At the end of 2016/2017, Stena
Technoworld opened a new precious metals
recycling (PMR) facility. It is Europe’s
largest and has the capacity to handle
90,000 tonnes of electronic scrap per year.

FUTURE FOCUS AT STENA NORDIC
RECYCLING CENTER:
• Identifying solutions that increase plastic
recycling.
• Finding new areas of use for the residual
fraction fines. for example as a
construction or cover material.
• Producing even cleaner metal fractions
in order to increase European sales.

Stena Nordic Recycling Center, Halmstad.
Process for separating non-ferrous metals.

Stena Aluminium’s production facility in Älmhult uses only recycled raw materials. Aluminium can be recycled an infinite
number of times, with very low energy consumption. In recent years, extensive environmental and production investments
have been made. During the financial year, a unique facility has been opened for cooling and recovering aluminium from
salt slag, the company’s largest waste product, which resulted in a ten percent reduction of this waste fraction. From the
control room, process operator Tobias Kvant Andersson has an overview of smelting operations. Sensors collect data that
provides important information for future optimization projects.

RESOURCE EFFICIENCY

SINCE 2008, STENA RECYCLING AB HAS
REDUCED ITS CLIMATE IMPACT BY 45
PERCENT, EXCEEDING THE 40 PERCENT
TARGET IT SOUGHT TO ACHIEVE BY 2020

SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO REDUCING EMISSIONS
The Stena Metall Group works on process and energy efficiency in
a systematic way, with ambitious goals, mapping and follow-up.
Stena Components, which carried out an energy survey of its Nybro
facility in 2012, has been working systematically to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions. In Denmark, Stena Recycling is working with
energy management systems under ISO 14001 and has reduced
electricity consumption by 4 percent. Throughout the Group, use
of renewable energy, such as hydroelectric power, is increasing.
The possibility of expanding the use of fossil-free fuels in on-site
vehicles is also being assessed.

REDUCING ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT THROUGH
TRANSPORT OPTIMIZATION
Transportation, in the production of recycled raw materials, is a
significant source of emissions for the Group. However, from a
lifecycle perspective, the overall environmental impact is less than
if virgin raw materials were used. The Group’s companies strive to
coordinate and streamline their transportation and resource flows.
Optimizing transportation between facilities is the most effective
way of reducing this throughout the value chain. As a major
purchaser of transport, Stena Recycling has managed to reduce
emissions per tonne of material transported. In Sweden, emissions
have decreased by 45 percent since 2008.

Stena Recycling in Poland has made minimizing transportation
an important part of its procurement process - with the aim of
significantly reducing carbon dioxide emissions. Many companies
have decided that a larger proportion of their vehicles should
achieve Euro 6 classification, both their own vehicles and those
of their subcontractors. Stena Stål makes a commitment to report
on carbon dioxide emissions, throughout the value chain, in all its
new customer agreements.
Throughout the Group, combined transportation initiatives are
being developed. Stena Stål is seeking to increase the loading
capacity of vehicles that make customer deliveries. Stena Oil
aims to utilize all its free loading capacity. Partly, this is achieved
by selling the available space to other companies and also by
transporting slops and sludge (oil contaminated water) to shore
after bunkering ships. The water is cleaned by Stena Recycling
and returned into circulation, while the oil is extracted and reused
in industry. The location of the Stena Nordic Recycling Center in
Halmstad makes it ideal for recycling materials from other Nordic
countries and Poland. Access to efficient road and rail networks,
as well as the port, make it an environmentally sound recycling hub.
Stena Technoworld’s relocation to the site has allowed it to review
its material flows. Moving operations from Malmö to Halmstad has
significantly reduced transportation.
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In Sweden, Stena Recycling replaces road with rail transportation
wherever possible. Most of the trains it uses are powered with
electricity with the ecolabel Good Environmetal Choice.
In Älmhult, Stena Aluminium has put the bulk of its material
handling under one roof. This reduces transportation on site, giving
positive environmental benefits both in and outdoors. Bringing
the processing indoors also reduces the amount of runoff water
that needs to be handled.

RECYCLING WATER USED IN PRODUCTION
Most of Stena’s companies have implemented measures to reduce
water consumption. Stena Aluminium has refurbished its water
pipes. Stena Components has installed processes for cleaning and
recycling cutting fluid. Stena Recycling in Denmark has established
a new water treatment system at its Roskilde facility. The Finnish
fragmentation plant uses a minimum of fresh water by collecting
and using rainwater. The Polish company has conducted a study
aimed at recycling 100 percent of the water used at the company’s
fragmentation plant.
A water purification system primarily using rainwater was
installed at the Stena Nordic Recycling Center.

NEW TECHNOLOGY PROMOTES DEVELOPMENT

NEW PROCESSES AT THE
STENA NORDIC RECYCLING CENTER
HAVE INCREASED MATERIAL
RECYCLING BY 30 PERCENT

The introduction of digitalization and automation is having a positive
effect on business practices. All the Group’s operations are taking
advantage of technological innovations to rationalize processes and
streamline and secure material flows.
The transport management system used by Stena Recycling in
Denmark, Norway and Finland (soon to be introduced in Poland)
creates coherence and offers total real-time transparency for
ordering, transportation and invoicing. The system aims to stimulate
fact-based decision-making and provides good opportunities to
optimize logistics and value chains.
Stena Oil focuses on streamlining its transport planning through
digital solutions.
Digitalization also streamlines production flows. Stena Recycling
in Denmark uses a digital declaration system that improves reliability
and traceability, as well as increasing the safety of hazardous waste
management.
During the year, Stena Components invested in an automated
processing cell in Molkom, which has resulted in more efficient
production and higher delivery precision. The company is evaluating
additional methods of increasing automation in its manufacturing
processes, with the aim of releasing resources for more complex
tasks.

FUTURE FOCUS
• Applying lean-inspired improvement techniques to internal support functions.
• Expanding Group-wide energy efficiency.
• Continued implementation of transport managment systems for increased
efficiency, cost optimization and traceability.
• Continuing to invest in new technology.
• Increasing internal cooperation on reducing stormwater emissions.

Stena Nordic Recycling Center, Halmstad. Emil Simonsson at the unique
SLF (shredder light fraction) facility, where the left over waste from car
recycling can now be separated.
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PEOPLE AND CULTURE
The success of the Stena Metal Group is dependent on competent employees with the drive to create value.
This is based on a delegated business acumen and shared values. Other important elements are safe and secure
working conditions, a diverse workforce, as well as developing skills and leadership.
SAFE AND SECURE WORKPLACES
Making Stena Metall safer is a non-stop process. It is built on the
premise that all accidents can be prevented through continuous
improvement work and learning from experience.
During the financial year, all the Group’s companies worked with
SAS, Safety Assessment Systems, an approach that aims to make
thinking about safety a priority in every situation. The Group’s safety
goals go hand-in-hand with its other systematic improvement work
- safe working conditions contribute to efficient, high-quality
processes.
A smartphone app has been developed to support day-to-day
safety work, where employees can list safety walks, record
accidents (and incidents) and make suggestions for improvement.
Training is vital in creating uniform safety standards. Special
efforts have been made in the training of new employees, subcontractors and consultants. The integration of IL Recycling / First
Recycling led to a major training program in Poland and Sweden.
Stena Zero Accidents was launched in Poland – a program that
includes SAS reviews, telephone conferences, newsletters and
motivational programs. As part of Stena Aluminium’s increased
focus on safety, all employees now participate in a two-day training
course on safety and improvement work. Stena Recycling in Sweden
has expanded the Group’s e-learning safety program with additional
training in on-site vehicle safety.

Stena Components works actively to engage its employees in safety
work. The company conducts group discussions on leadership and
safety work twice a year.
During the financial year, Group-wide security guidelines were
presented, based on internal best practices. These cover, among
other things, management, operational and IT security. The
guidelines will be introduced to all Stena Metall companies and
departments by 2020.

SKILLS AND VALUES
The Group’s development and competitiveness is dependent on
its companies retaining their position as attractive employers.
During the financial year, a new forum was established to maintain
a Group-wide focus on competence. Healthy, stimulating working
environments, characterized by diversity and openness, attract
and retain skilled employees. A motivated workforce, with the
right skills, will create value for its customers, the company and
themselves. A diverse workforce is vital to the Group’s success.
Several companies, including Stena Stål, have set goals and are
investigating strategies to increase diversity.
In 2015/2016, Stena Recycling in Denmark set a target of raising
the proportion of women on its Board to 30 percent by April 1, 2018.
In Sweden, Stena Recycling is seeking to raise the proportion of
women in executive positions to at least 30 percent.
Continues on page 28 >

THE STATEMENT THAT ACHIEVES THE
HIGHEST SCORE (4.6 OUT OF 5.0) IN THE
EMPLOYEE STUDY IS:
MY MANAGER ALLOWS ME TO TAKE
RESPONSIBILITY.

Stena Voice, the Group’s annual employee survey, makes an important
contribution to improvement work. It has a high response rate. In the
last survey, a score of 4.6 (out of 5) was achieved in response to the
statement “My manager allows me to take responsibility”.
In the picture: Michael Eng, branch manager and Annette Blomqvist,
salesperson, Stena Recycling, Borås.

“Increasing satisfaction amongst customers - understanding
their desires and needs - means getting to know them very well.
In order to engage with changing customer groups, our own
organization must increase the diversity of its employees.”
Stena Stål on its commitment to a diverse workforce.

The foundation for all the Group’s work is a common value base
and its three core values of Simplicity, Reliability and Development.
All employees must be familiar with these values and understand
what they mean in practice. All its companies aim to incorporate the
core values into their day-to-day work, in parallel with Group-wide
initiatives.
In addition to safety and value training, Stena Metall companies
carry out regular training in business acumen, as well as product
and material knowledge. All companies also work on developing
leadership skills by offering specific training courses and tools.
At Stena Technoworld, all its managers have received leadership
training during the year. All managers at Stena Recycling in Finland
have undergone a training course, lasting several days, while the
Danish company set up the Stena Academy, which targets
leadership training. In Poland, 100 managers have undertaken a
leadership-training program. Targets and ambitions are set by each
company. Stena Recycling in Sweden is aiming to recruit 75 percent
of all its managers internally. Emphasis is also made on continuously
raising and expanding the competence of sales staff, including
knowledge of sustainability issues.

In order to create commitment to environmental work and finding
local environmental improvements, an e-learning program for all
employees was launched during the financial year. So far, about a
quarter of employees have undertaken the course.

FUTURE FOCUS
• Streamlining HR processes.
• Further investment in leadership and sales skills, as well as
material knowledge training.
• Developing a Group-wide diversity strategy.
• Starting a trainee program to attract immigrants with the aim of
hiring (Sweden).
• Implement guidelines for security.

RESPONSIBLE REL ATIONSHIPS
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RESPONSIBLE RELATIONSHIPS
The Stena Metall Group seeks to be exemplary in responsible material handling. Through its Code of Conduct,
it seeks to actively contribute to sustainable value chains. Its open dialogue with local communities and other
stakeholders seeks to make a positive contribution to society.
In order to achieve a circular economy, all the operators in a value
chain must integrate environmental and societal issues into their
business strategies. Innovations and technological developments
are made easier in markets that are free of constraints such as
corruption and lack of regulatory compliance.

WORKING ACTIVELY WITH THE CODE OF CONDUCT
In 2012, the Stena Metall Group adopted a code of conduct. This was
revised in January 2017, with amendments concerning economic
sanctions, diversity and human rights. The code of conduct is based
on the principles of the UN’s Global Compact regarding labor legislation, environment issues, human rights and anti-corruption and is
communicated with employees and business partners in order to
ensure consensus on key areas.
During the financial year, focused anti-corruption work was
carried out, including training for managers in many parts of the
Group. A number of companies, Stena Technoworld and Stena
Recycling in Sweden and Poland among them, have conducted their
own training programs. In 2017/2018, anti-corruption work will be
expanded to include further training and tools for risk mapping that
are coordinated with the internal governance function.

DIALOGUE WITH STAKEHOLDERS
The Group receives input for its strategic sustainability work from
regular dialogue with customers, employees, creditors, politicians
and those who live and work close to its facilities. Stakeholder
dialogue aids development work by contributing to new business
ideas. It also gives customers and other partners the opportunity to
benefit from the Group’s research and expertise. Stena Recycling’s
customer seminars are a valued form of dialogue that deal with
topics such as lean-inspired resource management and the handling of hazardous waste. It also has regular meetings with representatives from local authorities and communities. Stena Aluminium’s
Good Neighbor initiative in Älmhult is one such example.

TAKING PART IN THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
As legislation is continuously being developed, it is important that
theory goes hand-in-hand with working practice and established
business models. Legislation should support the development of
well-functioning markets. The Stena Metall Group offers its knowledge of how economic measures and legislation affect circular
flows and resource efficiency.

Continues on page 31 >
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In May 2017, the latest addition to Stena Recycling’s industrial recycling system was opened in
Denmark. The Danish Minister for Energy and Climate, as well as the local mayor, gave speeches
at the Grenaa facility’s inauguration ceremony. 200 guests were invited to view the advanced
recycling technology on display.
This facility processes the difficult to recycle residual fraction left over from vehicle recycling,
in tandem with the Stena Nordic Recycling Center in Sweden. Though much of this material was
previously deposited on landfill sites, with advanced technology many of the materials can now
be extracted and reused.
Stena facilities often open their doors to people wanting to know more about their activities.
Aside from politicians, business representatives and school children are frequent visitors.
In the picture: Ulf Arnesson, Country Manager, Stena Recycling Denmark, Anders Jansson, CEO
Stena Metall Group and Danish Energy and Climate Minister, Lars Christian Lilleholt.

RESPONSIBLE REL ATIONSHIPS

17 PUPILS WERE AWARDED THE 2017
STENA CIRCULAR ECONOMY AWARD.

The Group’s participation in forums and expert groups, such as
the European Innovation Partnership, allows experience to be
exchanged. Equally important is the continuous dialogue with
decision-makers at both EU and national level. During the financial
year, several ministers and other politicians visited the Group’s
facilities in order to discuss recycling and resource management.

ENGAGING WITH COMMUNITIES
The Group and its companies are committed to supporting sustainable development in society as a whole. With operations in around
200 locations, the companies seek to be a positive force in local
communities.
The Group aims to promote increased integration and is a
member of the Öppet Hus mentoring association that helps young
adults - particularly those who have recently arrived in Sweden –
to gain a foothold in the labor market. Through the Jobbsprånget
initiative, the Group supports new graduates. Representatives of
Stena Metall also regularly teach and give lectures at schools,
colleges and universities. Students are also welcome to visit Stena
facilities for research purposes. These activities enrich the Group
and its employees, while giving individuals the opportunity to make
positive changes.
For several years, Stena Technoworld has hired Samhall
employees. Samhall offers jobs to people who struggle to enter the
labor market and have been designated Europe’s most sustainable
company in the European Business Awards. During the financial
year, the Group signed an agreement with Samhall regarding
cleaning services.
The Group has been awarded an EU contract for maritime safety
work. In order to fulfill this, Stena Oil has a ship that can be quickly
converted to deal with oil spills in the Baltic Sea.

For three years, the Stena Circular Economy Award has rewarded
Swedish high school students who show particular interest in
sustainability issues. In 2017/2018, Stena Recycling in Poland will
launch a scholarship focusing on research into circular economics.
At the end of 2016/2017, Stena Recycling formed a collaboration
with The Perfect World Foundation, an organization that works
towards a more sustainable world. In 2017, it is focusing on the large
amounts of plastic in the world’s oceans and the company is offering
its expert knowledge towards discovering solutions. In Sweden,
Stena Recycling continues its commitment to the Haga Initiative,
which seeks to reduce industrial emissions and demonstrate the
benefits of climate strategies to businesses.

FUTURE FOCUS
• Group-wide risk analysis regarding human rights issues.
• Continuing to introduce the Code of Conduct to outbound sales
customers.
• Updating and developing the Group’s anti-corruption programs.
• Expanding stakeholder dialogue.
• Implementing the new GDPR personal data act.
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A marking machine at work at Stena Components in Molkom. This machine
is used to label all pressure vessel steel plates in order to help customers
and their customers trace the source and facility where the plates were
produced. The products are delivered with a certificate.
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FINANCIAL RESULT

102-1

Name of the organization

34

102-2

Activities, primary brands, products and services

5

ANTI-CORRUPTION
205-3

102-3

Location of head quarters

3

102-4

Location of operations

5

102-5

Ownership and legal form

102-6

Markets served

102-7

Scale of the organization

4-5

102-8

Information on employees and other workers

39

102-9

Supply Chain

12

102-10

Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain

7

102-11

Precautionary principle or approach

102-12

External initiatives

34

102-13

Membership of associations

35

4-5
5

34

STRATEGY
102-14

Statement from senior decision-maker

2-3

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
102-16

Values, principles, standards, and norms of behaviour

34

Governance structure

35

GOVERNANCE

102-18

Page

EBITDA

Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions
taken

39

Energy consumption

38

Water withdrawal by source

38

305-1

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

38

305-2

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

38

Waste by type and disposal method

38

Recycling rate handled material

38

ENERGY
302-1
WATER
303-1
EMISSIONS

WASTE
306-2

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE
307-1

102-40

List of stakeholder groups

36

102-41

Collective bargaining agreements

39

102-42

Identification and selection of stakeholders

36

102-43

Approach to stakeholder engagement

36

102-44

Key topics and concerns raised

36

Non-compliance with environmental laws and
regulations

39

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
403-2

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

38

Types of injury and rates of injury, occupational
diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and
number of work-related fatalities

39

TRAINING AND EDUCATION
404-2

Programs for upgrading employee skills and
transition assistance programs

39

Stena Voice- leadership index, Stena Voice
working environment index, Stena Voice Total
index, Number of employees signing Group Code
of Conduct

39

DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

REPORTING PRACTICE

102-45

Entities included in the consolidated financial statements

34

405-1

102-46

Defining report content and topic boundaries

37

QUALITY

Diversity of governance bodies and employees

39

102-47

List of material topics

37

Customer satisfaction

39

102-48
102-49

Restatements of information

34
34

Number of external audits conducted by
customers on Group facilities

39

Changes in reporting

102-50

Reporting period

34

102-51

Date of most recent report
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The Stena Metall Group reports in accordance with the GRI Standards 2016 Core. The sustainability report has not been audited by an external auditor.

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GENERAL INFORMATION
ABOUT THE REPORT
This is Stena Metall Group’s first sustainability
report. It describes the Group’s sustainability
work during the 2016/2017 financial year.
The Group will report annually in a corresponding manner.
The report refers to the work of Stena
Metall AB and the wholly owned subsidiary
companies. The Group’s operations are
divided into eight business areas and are
carried out at around 200 locations in ten
countries.
The sustainability report complements
the Group’s financial reporting by describing
its ambitions, strategy, management, risk

and opportunity assessment from a sustainability perspective*.
The Group reports in accordance with GRI
Standards 2016 Core. In this sustainability
report, the complete GRI index can be found
on page 33. The Stena Metall Group’s
sustainability report is not audited
by a third party.
The Stena Metal Group refers to the
following voluntary guidelines for sustainable
business: UN Global Compact, GRI and the
GHG Protocol.

GRI STANDARD - INFORMATION AND DESCRIPTION

102-48

Restatements of information

102-49

Changes in reporting

102-50

Reporting period

102-51

Date of most recent report

102-52

Reporting cycle

102-54

Claims of reporting in accordance with
the GRI Standards

102-56

External assurance

102-12

External initiatives

102-45

Entities included in the consolidated
financial statements

The sustainability report is part of the Director’s
Report for Stena Recycling A/S.
*

GENERAL INFORMATION AND GOVERNANCE
VALUES AND SUSTAINABILITY
PROGRAM

GRI STANDARD - INFORMATION AND DESCRIPTION

102-16

Values, principles, standards and norms
of behaviour

102-11

Precautionary principle or approach
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During the 2016-2017 financial year, a new
sustainability program has been developed
and adopted by the Group. It is based on
international guidelines and principles, such
as the UN Global Compact, and has its
foundations in the challenges and
opportunities for respective business areas
identified in the UN’s Sustainable
development goals. Four priority areas have
been identified: Value Creation, Resource
Efficiency, People and Culture and
Responsible Relationships. Each area
includes a strategic approach, ambitions,
performance indicators, as well as projects
and activities. One important purpose of the
sustainability program is to strengthen the
Stena Metall Group’s business development
and its relationships with its customers and
other partners.
The Stena Metall Group is a part of the
Stena Sphere and shares the values defined
by its principle owner, Dan Sten Olsson, in his

text Principles, Convictions and Basic Values
for Stena Metall AB. During the financial year,
extensive work has been carried out to apply
these values to the Group’s different
business areas. Workshops have been
undertaken within the various companies in
order to discuss and establish the meaning
of these values in relation to
the Group and all its employees.
In 2012, the Group adopted a code of
conduct, which applies to all its companies.
The code, revised in January 2017, is based
on the principles of the UN Global Compact
and includes the precautionary principle; an
internationally applied principle for reducing
environmental impact.

T
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ENVIRONMENT

5

BUSINESS
AND E X TERNAL
REL ATIONS

AREAS
REL ATIONS TO
EMPLOYEES

E XPORT AND
TRADE

HUMAN
RIGHTS

The headings of the Stena Metall Group’s Code
of Conduct, based on the ten principles of the
UN Global Compact.

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GOVERNANCE, GUIDELINES AND
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
The Stena Metall Group has governing
documents at Group, Business Area and
company levels.
The Group has, in addition to the Code of
Conduct, Group-wide policies and guidelines
for, amongst other issues, safety, fire protection and information security. The Group’s
policies are supplemented by business area
and company-specific policies regarding,
amongst other issues, environment, quality,
health and working environments.
A review of the structure of governing
documents is being carried out, with the aim

of ensuring that they are properly designed,
and on the right level, throughout the
organization. This review will continue
through 2017/2018.
The majority of the companies in the
Group are certified according ISO 14001,
ISO 9001 and OHSAS. Stena Technoworld
has also incorporated WEEELABEX and/or
Cenelec, standards for the handling and
recycling of electrical waste, into their
operations.
During 2017/2018, Group companies will
investigate how energy efficiency should be
integrated into the framework of their
management systems. Operations in
Germany have previously incorporated the

ISO 50001 Energy Management Standard.
For financial reporting, there is a program
for internal control and risk management.
The program is based on a framework for
evaluating internal control over financial
reporting and is an integral part of corporate
governance within the Stena Metall Group.
The program contains processes and
methods for protecting the Group’s assets
and ensuring completeness and accuracy
in its financial reporting.
GRI STANDARD - INFORMATION AND DESCRIPTION

102-16

Values, principles, standards and norms
of behaviour

102-18

Governance structure

ORGANIZATION OF SUSTAINABILITY WORK
The Group has an organization for the
development of its sustainability work, which
includes sustainability coordinators in each
company. The coordinators have direct
access to their respective managing
directors and representatives of specialist
areas, such as HR, marketing and
communication, environment, security and
production. They report to a Group-level
Sustainability coordinator in each
company, with a team from HR,
communications, environment,
safety and economy departments.
Ongoing dialogue with the
Managing Director.

coordinator with direct access to Group
management and Group-wide departments,
such as real estate, IT, purchasing, marketing
and communication, security and HR.
There is a steering group for this work
consisting of select business area managers,
company managers, as well as a
representative from Group management.

Sustainability coordinator
Stena Metall

Company executives, not represented by the
steering group, are represented by an
advisory reference group. More important
decisions made by the steering group can be
referred to Group management and the
Board of Directors. Certain issues related to
internal control can be referred to the
Group’s audit committee.

Steering group:
managing directors, business area
managers, group management
representative

Group management
Stena Metall

Audit committee
and the Board of
Directors

Group departments:
economy, governance, real estate,
IT, purchasing, communication and
marketing, HR, safety

Follow-up with managing directors in reference group

Proposals

The Stena Metall Group’s organization for the
development and management of its sustainability work.

MEMBERSHIP OF ASSOCIATIONS AND FORUMS WITH SUSTAINABILITY FOCUS
The companies in the Stena Metall Group
have membership and active roles in a
number of industry associations working on
sustainability initiatives, mainly for increased
recycling and the circular economy.
These are: EuRIC, The Strategic Innovation
Program RE:Source, Swedish Governmental
Group promoting a Circular, Bio-based
Economy , Competence Center Recycling,
Irepas (International Rebar Exporters and

Producers Association), European Aluminium,
Swedish Aluminium, Swedish Foundry
association, Danish Industri - ARI, DAKOFA,
Danish Recycling Industries’ Association,
Danish Forum for Plastics, recycling and
circular economy, Finnish Environmental
Industries (YTP), Technology Industries of
Finland, The Finnish Scrapdealers
Association, Swedish Recycling Industry
Association, Polish Chamber of Industry,

RECONOMY Coalition, Responsible Business
Forum, European Electronics Recyclers
Association, Norwegian Industry, Norwegian
Metal Recycling Association, Utvalg for
gjenvinning, NFFA - Norwegian Association
for Hazardous Waste, NSO - Norwegian
Industrial Safety Organization.
GRI STANDARD - INFORMATION AND DESCRIPTION

102-13

Membership of associations
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STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS AND DIALOGUES
The Group values open, continuous dialogue
with its stakeholders. This takes place in
several ways, with different objectives. The
common denominator is to identify key
issues that strengthen the Group’s
development, in collaboration with its
stakeholders. This dialogue also contributes
important information on how the Group can
develop services and offerings that support
its customers with their sustainability work,
based on the challenges they face. In
2016/2017, stakeholder dialogue focused on

gathering information for a materiality
analysis, ahead of developing the Group’s
sustainability programs. Through analyzes
and workshops with management teams and
key personnel in its companies, the Group
has identified important sustainability issues
from a risk and opportunity perspective.
These analyzes have been summarized and
presented to external stakeholders, mainly
customers, who have been asked to prioritize
which issues they regard as the most
important. Customer dialogue has been
carried out through interviews and surveys.

Different forms of dialogue have been
conducted with other important stakeholders
for the Group, such as employees, banks,
owners and the board of directors, partners,
authorities and political decision makers.
GRI STANDARD - INFORMATION AND DESCRIPTION

102-40

List of stakeholder groups

102-42

Identification and selection of
stakeholders

102-43

Approach to stakeholder engagement

102-44

Key topics and concerns raised

STAKEHOLDERS
Examples of dialogue and activities

Examples of important issues for stakeholders

BANKS AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

• Continuous dialogue

• Financial position and development

• Information meetings about the capital market

• Sustainability issues from an investment perspective

CUSTOMERS AND COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS

• Continuous dialogue

• High recycling levels

• Customer meetings

• Skills and expertise in materials and resource
management

• Seminars
• Customer surveys
• Round table discussions
• Interviews

• Good service and the right quality material
• Safe operations and good monitoring of risk
• Reliable waste management statistics
• Monitoring the value chain and traceability of materials
• Reducing climate impact

EMPLOYEES

• Stena Voice employee survey

• Possibilities for competence and career development

• Workshops

• Sense of well-being and good leadership

• Interviews

• Safe and secure workplaces

• Management training in leadership and
working environment
AUTHORITIES

• Consultation meetings

• Environmental impact of operations

• Supervisory meetings

• Safety and good working environments

• Participation in reference and consultation
groups

• Legal compliance

POLITICIANS AND DECISION MAKERS

• Meetings and seminars

• Measures that enable a circular economy

• Responding to referrals

• Reducing climate and environmental impact

• Participation in reference and consultation
groups
• Study visits to the Group’s facilities
OWNER AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS

• Board meetings and reports ahead of meetings

• Long-term profitability

• Regular meetings and reports

• Increasing customer satisfaction

• Strategy meetings

• Maintaining good relationships with the outside world
• Nurture an increasing confidence
• Creating more and better business

MATERIALITY ANALYSIS
In 2015/2016, a preliminary study of the
Group’s sustainability work was carried out.
In March 2016, this led to a decision that all
Group companies should carry out individual
sustainability analyzes, in accordance with
a Group-wide model. Each business has its
own issues to consider and it is therefore
of the utmost importance that strategic
sustainability work is based on the respective
challenges and opportunities of each
company. The company’s analyzes and
results have been consolidated and
evaluated at Group level, in accordance
with the review process, and form the basis
of the sustainability report’s content and
materiality analysis for 2016/2017.
The results of these give a strategic focus
for Group-wide sustainability work between
2017 and 2020.
See page 35 for information about the
organization of sustainability work.

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

PROCESS FOR IDENTIFYING MATERIAL SUSTAINABILITY TOPICS
DECISION MADE, MARCH 2016

AUG 31, 2017

ACTION PLAN STARTS, SEP 2016
Identify
context

Value chain
analysis

Stakeholder
dialogue

MARCH 2017
Prioritization

Mapping

Gap
analysis

Identify
objectives/
KPIs

Action
plans

Validation

Consolidation

SUPPORT & TRAINING FROM STENA METALL AB
The Stena Metall Group’s process for identifying material sustainability topics.

MATERIAL TOPICS
The Group’s material sustainability topics are
identified from the perspective of long-term
business development, profitability and
competitiveness. They also reflect issues

that are prioritized by stakeholders, as
the Group’s operates in collaboration with
stakeholders and the outside world.

GRI STANDARD - INFORMATION AND DESCRIPTION

102-46

Defining report content and topic
boundaries

102-47

List of material topics

INFORM

FOLLOW UP

GOVERN AND REPORT

• Innovation

• Services that benefit circular economics

• Customer satisfaction and quality

• Partnership

• Water-consumption production facilities

• Recycling levels

• Dialogue on circular economics

• Legal compliance and risk monitoring

• Skills development

• Attract employees and develop skills

• Anti-corruption

• Energy and decreasing climate effect

• Profitability and investment

• Research and Development

• Transportation

• Value creation

• Safety
• Diversity and inclusion
• Code of Conduct and monitoring the value chain

INCREASING MATERIALITY
Material sustainability topics for the Stena Metall Group.

MANAGEMENT OF SUSTAINIBILITY RISKS
Risk management is an important factor for
long-term sustainable business, maintaining
competitiveness and creating value. Stena
Metall works continuously and systematically
on risk identification and risk management
with regard to sustainability-related risks
within the Group. It forms a central part of
Stena Metall’s operations and is prioritized in

the Group’s companies, departments and
facilities. Risk management is integrated into
its internal processes and management
systems. In 2016/2017, work began to
structurally standardize risk mapping and
risk management processes in certain
departments. The aim is to coordinate tools
and develop common approaches to

sustainability-related risks and risk
management across all companies.
Primarily, there are sustainability risks in
connection to safety and environmental
issues, as well as risk management issues in
relation to the Code of Conduct.
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SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES
VALUE CREATION

2016-2017

COMMENTS

RECYCLING RATE

Business
Area Recycling

> 95%

According to the directive on end-of-life vehicles (Directive 2000/53/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 18 September, 2000), vehicle manufacturers must reuse or recycle 95% of every end-of life vehicle after
2015. In collaboration with vehicle manufacturers and dismantlers, companies within the Stena Metall Group ensure
recycling solutions that achieve the 95% rate.

Business Area
Electronics Recycling

> 80%

According to the WEEE-directive (Directive 2012/19/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July
2012 on waste electrical and electronic equipment), electronics manufacturers must collect and recycle end-of-life
electronics after February 14, 2014. In collaboration with electronics manufacturers and producer associations,
companies within the Stena Metall Group ensure that more than 80% of the collected material is recycled - higher
than the stated requirement.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

Proportion of satisfied or
very satisfied customers
in customer surveys

77%

Weighted average

GROUP RESULTS

EBITDA (MSEK)

RESOURCE EFFICIENCY

1,374

2016-2017

COMMENTS

RESOURCE EFFICIENCY (CONTINUED)

GRI 306-2 WASTE BY TYPE AND DISPOSAL METHOD (IN TONNES)

GRI 302-1 ENERGY CONSUMPTION (MWH)

Hazardous Waste

Fuel

Reuse
Material Recycling
Composting
Recycling (including
energy recovery)
Incineration
Deep Injection
Landfill Deposition
Intermediate Storage
Other Disposal
TOTAL

102
246,678
30,509
146,503
12,732
234
58,187

Material Recycling

Source-secured hydroelectric
power
Residual mix
TOTAL

74,400
57,000
131,400

10,600

721,653

TOTAL

10,600

TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION

2,464
3,360,694

674,768

402,100

GRI 305-1 EMISSIONS (IN TONNES)

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions1
1

67,000

Fuel: LPG, NG, Diesel, Fuel Oil, Petrol

305-2 EMISSIONS (IN TONNES)

21,209
0
185,640

Intermediate Storage

19,816

Other Disposal

27,937

TOTAL

Electricity

District Heating

Recycling (including
energy recovery)

Landfill Deposition

257,800

District Heating

673,300

Deep Injection

257,800

TOTAL

13,945

Composting

Incineration

Non-Renewable

212,764

Non-Hazardous Waste
Reuse

2016-2017

4,965,829

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG
emissions 2
2

23,800

Electricity and District Heating

GRI 303-1 WATER WITHDRAWAL BY SOURCE (M 3)

Water used at production facilities

164,800

COMMENTS

SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES

PEOPLE AND CULTURE

2016-2017

COMMENTS

PEOPLE AND CULTURE (CONTINUED)

2016-2017

COMMENTS

102-8 INFORMATION ON EMPLOYEES AND OTHER WORKERS (BY REGION AND
GENDER)

403-2 TYPES OF INJURY AND RATES OF INJURY, OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES, LOST
DAYS, AND ABSENTEEISM, AND NUMBER OF WORK-RELATED FATALITIES

Sweden

Number of accidents (injuries
requiring sickness leave)

2,329

Denmark

353

Norway

253

Finland

129

Germany
Switzerland

Poland

546

USA
TOTAL

Slips and falls

2
128

2
3,829

Gender distribution:

10

Crushing injuries

7

Stress injuries to body parts

5

Cutting injuries

6

Collision injuries

10

Vehicle-related injuries
(including containers)

2

Explosion and fire-related injuries

2

Electricity-related injuries

1

Women

24%

Other

1

Men

76%

Fatalities

0

Accident rate (number of personal
injuries leading to sick leave per
million hours worked)

405-1 B NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES PER CATEGORY

Percentage of office workers

47%

Gender distribution:
Women

44%

Men

56%

58%

> 50 years

33%

Proportion of blue-collar workers

Men

6%

Age distribution:

30-50 years

53%

> 50 years

33%

5,41%

All employees

4,14%

4,28

Working Environment Index

3,90

Total index

4,21

Annual survey, where the maximum value is 5.

94%

14%

2,72%

Blue collar staff

Leadership Index

53%

<30 years

Office staff

EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION SURVEY STENA VOICE

Gender distribution:
Women

RESPONSIBLE RELATIONSHIPS

2016-2017

Number of confirmed violations

1

Gender distribution:
20%

Men

80%

AND ECONOMIC AREA

Number of confirmed violations

-

None

0%

30-50 years

60%

> 50 years

40%

GRI 205-3 CONFIRMED INCIDENTS OF CORRUPTION

Number of confirmed cases

Refers to the Group Board and the management teams of the companies.
102-41 PROPORTION OF EMPLOYEES COVERED BY COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING AGREEMENTS

Proportion of employees
covered by collective bargaining
agreements

Hazardous waste storage
that did not comply with the
conditions of an environmental
permit. Corrective measures
were taken during the year
(Poland).

GRI 419-1 NON-COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS IN THE SOCIAL

Age distribution:
<30 years

COMMENTS

GRI 307-1 NON-COMPLIANCE WITH ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS

GRI 405-1A DIVERSITY OF GOVERNANCE BODIES AND EMPLOYEES

Women

LTIF = Lost Time Injury
Frequency, number of LTIs
per million worked hours

SCHEDULED HOURS WORKED)

8%

30-50 years

6,8

SICK LEAVE (LEAVE AS A RESULT OF ILLNESS IN RELATION TO REGULARLY

Age distribution:
<30 years

44 LTI - Number of Lost
Time Injuries

Divided into:

90

Italy

44

81%

No collective bargaining
agreements in Poland,
Germany, or for some
employees in Denmark

-

None

NUMBER OF AUDITS

Number of external audits at Group
facilities conducted by customers

71

CODE OF CONDUCT

Percentage of employees who have
signed the Group’s Code of Conduct

86%

WHISTLE BLOWING FUNCTION

Number of cases reported

2

Handled in accordance with
Group procedures.
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RECYCLING MAKES A DIFFERENCE!
This sustainability report can have a long life. Paper fibers can be
recycled five or six times. We would love to have your copy back,
when you have finished with it! Recycling it saves enough energy to
power a 9W low energy lamp for 90 minutes a day, for a whole year.

Printing: Göteborgstryckeriet.
Paper: Printed on 100% recycled paper.
Produced by the Stena Metall Group.

